We report an orbital characterization of GJ1108Aab that is a low-mass binary system in pre-mainsequence phase. Via the combination of astrometry using adaptive optics and radial velocity measurements, an eccentric orbital solution of e=0.63 is obtained, which might be induced by the Kozai-Lidov mechanism with a widely separated GJ1108B system. Combined with several observed properties, we confirm the system is indeed young. Columba is the most probable moving group, to which the GJ1108A system belongs, although its membership to the group has not been established. If the age of Columba is assumed for GJ1108A, the dynamical masses of both GJ1108Aa and GJ1108Ab (M dynamical,GJ1108Aa = 0.72 ± 0.04M ⊙ and M dynamical,GJ1108Ab = 0.30 ± 0.03M ⊙ ) are more massive than what an evolutionary model predicts based on the age and luminosities. We consider the discrepancy in mass comparison can attribute to an age uncertainty; the system is likely older than stars in Columba, and effects that are not implemented in classical models such as accretion history and magnetic activity are not preferred to explain the mass discrepancy. We also discuss the performance of the evolutionary model by compiling similar low-mass objects in evolutionary state based on the literature. Consequently, it is suggested that the current model on average reproduces the mass of resolved low-mass binaries without any significant offsets.
1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. Evolutionary models and their observational constraints In recent years, many new low-mass companions to stars have been detected and characterized following advances of various complementary methods. Several of these companions have inferred masses below the deuterium-burning limit (∼ 13M jup ), and are therefore commonly referred to as planets (e.g. Chauvin et al. 2004; Marois et al. 2008) . Such directly imaged exoplanets are in a very early stage of their evolution, since current high-contrast imaging searches focus on exoplanets around young stars, which benefits the detection of thermal emission (e.g. Lafrenière et al. 2007 ). Stellar evolutionary models (i.e., theoretical isochrones) are important for characterizing physical parameters of low-mass objects, and to understand their formation and evolution. However, such evolutionary models for low-mass objects are poorly constrained by observations, although several studies on benchmark stars have been performed to evaluate their performance. Hillenbrand & White (2004) assembled several benchmark stars, including mainly eclipsing and visual binaries in the PMS or MS 31 phase, for which both dynamical masses and the photometric information necessary for deriving model masses were available, and performed a range of compatibility tests. As a result, they found that evolutionary models under-predict the masses (relative to dynamical for lower-mass stars, < 0.5M ⊙ ). Stassun et al. (2014) focused on eclipsing binaries in the PMS phase as benchmark stars, and suggested that many models tend to over-predict masses by 10-30%, with 20-50% scatters. This implies that current evolutionary models cannot reproduce the properties of those cooling young stars, probably because the models still lack the inclusion of several effects induced by the magnetic field (e.g. Feiden & Dotter 2013 ) and the early accretion history in the PMS phase (Baraffe et al. 2009; Baraffe & Chabrier 2010) . Furthermore, the eclipsing binary systems used in these studies contain very close stellar pairs, and may have experienced various forms of interaction in the early stages of their evolution (Feiden 2016b) .
Recently, the orbits of several PMS objects were determined with high-resolution imaging using adaptive optics and radial velocity measurements (e.g. Montet et al. 2015) . These resolved binaries are important benchmark stars to test stellar evolution, primarily because of their separations between the stellar components of the systems. The separations should be wide enough to be free from the tidal interactions between the components, compared with the eclipsing binaries. If the systems are the members of nearby young moving groups, their well-determined ages significantly help to characterize the properties of the systems. Using the dynamical mass and broad-band luminosities, the age of these multiple systems have been obtained, and seem to be consistent with the ages of young moving groups inferred from Sapporo, Hokkaido 125-2010, Japan 31 PMS: Pre-main sequence, MS: Main sequence theoretical isochrones (Montet et al. 2015; Nielsen et al. 2016) . However, the number of resolved binaries suitable for calibration purposes is still small at this stage, and the performance of evolutionary models needs further testing to advance our understanding of lower-mass objects.
1.2. Objectives of this work In order to characterize young low-mass objects down to brown dwarfs and giant planets, and to understand their evolution, the calibration of evolutionary models is essential. However, dynamical mass estimation through orbital characterization is difficult to achieve for imaged planets detected so far, since the number of imaged planet is still small and their orbital periods are too long. Meanwhile, M-dwarfs have sufficiently low masses for their evolutionary phase to be observable for up to about 100 Myr (e.g. Baraffe et al. 1998) , and they are the most abundant population of stars in the solar vicinity. Planetary mass objects and M-dwarfs have several relevant physical aspects in common, including convection and molecular opacities. Furthermore, the contracting and cooling evolution needs to be known in order to advance the understanding of evolutionary aspects relevant for lower-mass objects, such as cloud formation and dissipation (e.g. Burrows et al. 2006) . Hence, orbital characterization of young M-dwarf binaries is a step toward expanding the understanding of yet lower-mass objects.
Here we present the orbital characterization of one such resolved M+M binary in the PMS phase: GJ1108A, which was observed as part of the SEEDS survey (Strategic Exploration of Exoplanets and Disks with Subaru, Tamura 2009 ). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The target properties, and in particular the age of the star, are presented in Sect. 2. Observations and analysis are detailed in Sect. 3. Section 4 outlines the orbital solution for the system. In Sect. 5, we compare the dynamical mass of the system with the model-derived mass, and also discuss the performance of the recent stellar evolutionary models. The results are summarized in Sect. 6.
TARGET: GJ1108A
The target, GJ1108A, is a late K to early M type star in northern sky at 24.84±0.22 pc from the Sun (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) with a companion at a small separation of 0.17 ′′ , and a ∼ 13.6 ′′ separated comoving binary system (GJ1108B). The companion at small separation, referred to as GJ1108Ab in this work, was originally resolved in 2001 with Keck2/NIRC2 and reported in Brandt et al. (2014) using Subaru/HiCIAO. The system has kinematics consistent with various young moving groups, and also shows a high spin velocity and X-ray activity, providing further indications for the youth of GJ1108 system (see below). The stellar properties of the GJ1108A system are presented in Table 1 .
Kinematic age of GJ1108A
In the kinematic study of Montes et al. (2001) , GJ1108A was considered to be a member of the young local association with an age of 20-150 Myr, while Nakajima & Morino (2012) suggested the star as a mem- (Høg et al. 2000) . e J, H, and Ks-band magnitudes taken from the 2MASS catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006) f N U V and F U V -band magnitudes of GALEX (Bianchi et al. 2014) g Activities are referred from Brandt et al. (2014) and references therein.
ber candidate of the TW Hydrae Association. According to BANYAN 32 , the system may belong to Columba (Malo et al. 2013 ). However, a reliable membership probability cannot be estimated until the effects of orbital motion on the measured kinematics (proper motion and radial velocity) are accounted for. Concerning the age of those young moving groups, a self-consistent analysis was conducted in Bell et al. (2015) , ages of which are relatively well reproduced in studies of orbital characterization (Montet et al. 2015; Nielsen et al. 2016) . In summary, previous studies indicate that GJ1108A may be a member of several young co-moving associations with ages in the range of 10-150 Myr. This age estimate must be confirmed with an independent analysis of the available stellar age indicators (See the next section). Later in this work, we revisit the kinematics and moving group membership of the system based on the updated proper motions and radial velocity (See the details in Sec. 5.1).
Age constraint using indicators
32 Bayesian Analysis for Nearby Young AssociatioNs Young low-mass stars display several indicators of their youth and magnetic activity (e.g. Skumanich 1972 ). In the early stage of stellar evolution, strong lithium absorption at 6708Å is observed in the atmospheres of low-mass stars (e.g. Mentuch et al. 2008; da Silva et al. 2009 ). As PMS stars evolve and contract, their cores become hotter and reach a temperature where the hydrogen burning can occur, a few million degrees Kelvin depending on density and metallicity. In the P-P chain nuclear reaction, lithium is consumed/deplete and therefore only young stars and objects not massive enough to stably fuse hydrogen, such as brown dwarfs, have lithium in their atmospheres. Lithium depletion is an important age indicator that may be less dependent on the effects of rotation and magnetic fields, and has been used to discover new members of nearby moving groups (e.g. Murphy & Lawson 2015) , though the depletion timescale has spreads due to other effects, such as episodic accretion (Baraffe & Chabrier 2010) . GJ1108A has little lithium in its atmosphere (López-Santiago et al. 2010) . Brandt et al. (2014) reports an equivalent width upper limit of 25 mÅ, indicating that it is not very young.
In general, the stellar spin rate is considered to correlate with age. If the presence of a circumstellar disk is not considered, pre-main-sequence stars spin up as they contract, until hydrogen burning is ignited. Once the zeroage-main-sequence phase is reached, angular momentum is lost to the stellar wind through so-called magnetic braking (e.g. Weber & Davis 1967) . Several effects induced by the magnetic field can also be seen in the form of chromospheric activity through line emission at optical wavelengths, or coronal activity through X-ray emission, which can be used as empirical age indicators. Calibrated relations for the age as function of rotational rate and B − V color (so-called gyrochronology) have been presented in Barnes (2007) and Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008) . The rotational period of GJ1108A is determined using light curves from the HATNet transit survey for exoplanets, yielding τ rot = 3.37 days (Hartman et al. 2011) , and the color B − V = 1.28 is provided by the Tycho-2 catalogue (Høg et al. 2000) . However, the gyrochronology method is poorly calibrated for such red and very active stars as GJ1108A, and thus cannot produce a conclusive age estimate (Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) . Similarly, it is difficult to determine the age for such stars with chromospheric activity indicators.
X-ray activity indicators are relatively well applicable to characterize the age of red and active stars. The X-ray excess is coming from coronal heating coupled with magnetic activity, which can be seen in young stars and represented as the ratio to the bolometric luminosity, log(L X /L bol ) = R X . The correlation between R X and age (or chromospheric activities) for solar-type stars has been established (e.g. Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) . The relation for late-type stars is less clear, because the X-ray luminosity of late-type stars does not decay as steeply with age as in solar-type stars (Preibisch et al. 2005) , and the X-ray index of stars younger than ∼ 100 Myr saturates around logR X = −3.0 (Pizzolato et al. 2003) . Jackson et al. (2012) determined the isochrones in a wider range of B − V (mag) and R X , providing the ages where X-ray luminosity saturates as log(τ sat ) = 8.21 ± 0.31 yr with R X = −3.14 ± 0.02(0.35) , and stars in several young groups are also shown with according colors; blue for TW Hydrae, β Pictoris, γ Velorum; green for Carina, Columba, Tucana-Horologium, and Octans; red for AB Dorudos, Pleiades, M35; and pink for M34 (See the text for references). It should be noted that stars in those panels may not be common; some of them have investigated by only imaging or spectroscopic observations. In the bottom, cumulative distribution function of lithium equivalent width and spin period are shown, in which GJ1108A is represented as a dashed line.
dex for B − V =1.275-1.410 stars. The R X of GJ1108A system is indeed large: −3.13 dex, as obtained from the ROSAT All Sky Survey (Voges et al. 1999 ). Thus we may be able to set τ sat = 162.181
−82.75 Myr as an upper limit for the age of GJ1108A, which is consistent with the other indications. However, it should be noted that the X-ray luminosity of GJ1108Aa might be overestimated due to the existence of GJ1108Ab and GJ1108B.
In order to understand chromospheric activity and stellar age, we use UV fluxes taken by GALEX (Bianchi et al. 2014 ) because of its good sensitivity for nearby stars and higher spatial resolution than ROSAT . The UV activities also saturate at young age of about 100 Myr (Shkolnik & Barman 2014; Ansdell et al. 2015) , the trend of which is similar to the coronal activity observed in X-ray. In UV-NIR color-color diagrams, young stars tend to show blue colors (e.g. Bowler et al. 2012 ).
In GALEX images, GJ1108A is less-contaminated by GJ1108B due to their large separation, and the UV-NIR colors of the target is consistent with those in nearby stellar group younger than 200 Myr (The middle two panels of Figure 1 ).
To evaluate activities of GJ1108A and constrain its age, GJ1108A is compared with objects in several young stellar groups. We compiled young stars including candidates and their observed properties from the literature (Ansdell et al. 2015; da Silva et al. 2009; Frasca et al. 2015; Kraus et al. 2014; Meibom et al. 2009 Meibom et al. , 2011 Messina et al. 2017; Newton et al. 2017; Rebull et al. 2016; Schneider et al. 2012 , and references therein). The compiled young stars are categorized into four groups; young population (5-30 Myr) including TW Hydrae, β Pictoris, γ Velorum; intermediate with Carina, Columba, Tucana-Horologium, and Octans; old (100-200 Myr) with AB Dorudos, Pleiades, M35; and M34 (220 Myr). Their colors are determined by crossidentification with 2MASS PSC (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and Gaia Data Release 2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). We here employ the G BP magnitude of Gaia to understand optical flux of M-dwarfs since Gaia's high sensitivity with very wide FoV coverage is important to characterize many further and faint M-dwarfs. We here combine all the age indicators of GJ1108A to understand its age. The lithium depletion can place a constraint on the lower limit for stellar age. As seen in top left of Figure 1 (See also Murphy & Lawson 2015) , all the object in young population have significant lithium absorption, down to ∼200 mÅ. GJ1108A has just an upper limit for lithium equivalent width of 25 mÅ (Brandt et al. 2014) , and therefore the system is probably older than stars in TW Hydrae association, ∼20 Myr (in the top left of Figure 1 , almost all the stars in young population belong to TW Hydrae association). Gyrochronology has large spread of the spin-age relation for young red stars, especially at redder than
. We described the cumulative distribution function for stars with G BP,DR2 − K s = (G BP,DR2 − K s ) GJ1108A ± 0.3, and found that many stars (∼ 55%) in the old population (100-200 Myr) have shorter spin periods than GJ1108A but just 30% of stars in M34 (220 Myr) do, indicating 220 Myr may be a marginal upper limit for the age of GJ1108A. Chromospheric activity seen in UV excess and accretion signature of H α emission (6563Å) are not adequate to accurately estimate stellar age for low-mass stars, although they are useful to distinguish young stars from old stars. We do not employ X-ray activity as an age indicator for GJ1108A, since the photometry by ROSAT is contaminated not only by GJ1108Ab but also widely separated system GJ1108B due to its poor spatial resolution. In summary with current knowledge of indicators for GJ1108A, independently from kinematics, the target should be in the age range of 20-220 Myr.
OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS

Subaru/HiCIAO
We observed GJ1108A as part of the SEEDS project, which aims to improve the understanding of the formation and evolution of massive planets and disks with ages mainly in the range of 1.0 Myr to 1.0 Gyr. Observations were conducted with a combination of the HiCIAO camera (Suzuki et al. 2010 ) and AO188 (Hayano et al. 2008 (Hayano et al. , 2010 adaptive optics system. Neutral density filters were used to enable precise photometry and astrometry for each object. The observing parameters of the imaging are summarized in Table 2 , and reduced images are presented in Figure 2 .
As a first step in our reduction procedure for imaging data from HiCIAO, the detector stripe pattern is modelled in sky regions and then subtracted. Flat fielding and deviant pixel correction are then performed for the de-striped images. Distortion in the HiCIAO camera, plate scales of each axis on the detector, and an offset of position angle are calibrated using an MCMC approach for the M5 and M15 globular cluster (Brandt et al. 2013; He lminiak et al. 2016) . The precision of the HiCIAO's distortion corrections is provided in He lminiak et al. (2016) .
A photometry of the companion requires removal of photometric contamination from the primary, since GJ1108Ab is separated by just ∼ 0.17 ′′ from the primary and their contrast is about a factor of 6.4 (Brandt et al. 2014) . We attempted rejecting the contamination as follows. First, each frame is convolved with the photometric aperture, r=0.5FWHM. The sigma-clipped mean of the counts at the separation of the companion in the convolved image is used to estimate the level of contamination from the primary. This is then subtracted from the photometric count at the specific location of the companion. In order to calibrate the total system brightness, the 2MASS photometry of the unresolved GJ1108A system was used (Skrutskie et al. 2006) .
For astrometry, its error budget is not dominated by photon noise in cases where both a primary and its companion are bright. The AO-corrected PSF of highresolution imaging has fast-changing asymmetric structures, so-called speckle patterns, which are difficult to properly model. The structure tends to dominate the noise budget over the Poisson noise of photon counting. Meanwhile, since the companion is very close to the primary and their contrast is also very small, the separation with standard PSF fitting tends to be underestimated. To estimate the separation of the binary, instead of registering the center of brightness distribution, we searched the centroid in a narrow area with a radius of FWHM from their peak location, corresponding to PSF core for each object. The PSF shape of both the primary and the companion should be almost same (Figure 2) , and hence the separation between each PSF core should be the separation of the system. We measured the separations between the primary and secondary stars on each reduced image, providing an averaged separation as a final measurement of astrometry and a standard deviation that represents the error bar of each astrometry.
KeckII/NIRC2
The GJ1108A system was observed by KeckII/NIRC2 with a narrow-band filter in K-band in 2001 and 2004, and we obtained the corresponding raw images from the Keck Observatory Archive 33 . The initial image processing consisted of dark subtraction, flat fielding, deviant pixel correction, and sky subtraction. The distortion solution in Yelda et al. (2010) was applied to images, enabling the suppression of the instrumental errors in astrometry. Additionally, the offset of position angle given on the NIRC2 website 34 was also corrected. We did not conducted photometry for those data taken by NIRC2 with the narrow-band filter, because we do not know a photometric magnitude of GJ1108A system at the narrow-band filter.
Radial velocity measurements
The SOPHIE archive 35 has two datasets of GJ1108A, which had already passed their image reduction procedure, wavelength calibration using simultaneous Th-Ar lamp, and Barycentric Earth Radial Velocity correction. We downloaded those archival data.
We observed GJ1108A with the Astrophysical Research Consortium Echelle Spectrograph (ARCES) on the Astrophysical Research Consortium 3.5 meter telescope at the Apache Point Observatory (APO) (Wang et al. 2003) on 2012 November 26. The strength of the system's Li 6708Å absorption line derived from these data was previously reported in Brandt et al. 33 https://koa.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/KOA/nph-KOAlogin 34 https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/nirc2/nirc2 ao.html#pa 35 http://atlas.obs-hp.fr/sophie/ (2014). ARCES provided a R ∼ 31500 spectra that covered the wavelength range of 3500Å to 10200Å. Longterm monitoring of a known radial velocity standard has revealed that ARCES has an RV stability of ∼0.5 km s −1 (Mack et al. 2013) . Our 1000 second integration yielded a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of ∼90 near 6050Å. We reduced these data using standard techniques in IRAF 36 . We utilized a Thorium-Argon lamp exposure taken immediately after our observation of GJ1108A to perform wavelength calibration on these data, and also applied standard heliocentric velocity corrections.
We also observed the object with HDS (Noguchi et al. 2002) on 20 November 2012, 28 November 2015, and 14 October 2016. One-dimensional spectra were obtained with IRAF procedures following a standard manner of HDS data reduction including bias subtraction, flat fielding, subtraction of scattered light, and wavelength calibration using emission lines of the Thorium-Argon lamp non-simultaneously taken on the same nights. Observing properties of high-dispersion spectroscopy are summarized in Table 3 .
In order to understand the orbital RV modulation by combining all the datasets for GJ1108A, we recalculated helio-and barycentric radial velocity for each data point with a single manner and measured the shift of telluric absorption lines to compensate the zero-point offsets of each facility. The re-wavelength calibration was performed with a typical telluric template (Bertaux et al. 2014) . We used iSpec (Blanco-Cuaresma et al. 2014) for general analyses including the wavelength calibration and radial velocity measurements. Since telluric spectra may drift (Gray & Brown 2006; Figueira et al. 2010) , we verified the RV stability by applying our RVmeasurement method to datasets of an RV standard star, HD9407, taken with SOPHIE. The same zero-point correction was applied to the standard star, and we found the RVs of the standard star were indeed unstable by 0.1 km s −1 as an RV scatter from a mean center of a zero-point offset. On the other hand, in the case of HDS with τ Cet, the wavelength re-calibration using telluric absorption has a larger uncertainty, corresponding to 0.4 km s −1 . The difference to SOPHIE may be because SOPHIE has advantages in RV determination; the spectrograph is temperature-controlled and simultaneous wavelength calibration is performed. Those scatter are adopted as a typical uncertainty of zero-point correction using telluric spectra.
For the reduced spectra taken by ARCES and HDS, their RV measurements were performed as follows. Orders of an one-dimensional spectrum were grouped into three segments. For each segment, we measured a shift to a K5 template mask equipped in iSpec via crosscorrelation analysis. The mask size is determined by the rotational velocity of GJ1108A, vsini ∼ 12.5 km s −1 taken from the SOPHIE archive. We adopted the velocity steps in calculating the cross-correlation function was a tenth of a template mask's size. The same approach was also employed for the zero-point correction using telluric absorption with a telluric template 36 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) under a cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation. The panel to the right shows the most probable RV curve of GJ1108A, in which blue regions indicate confidence range of 68 and 95% and the dashed line represents the RV curve calculated with some of orbital elements from our astrometry analysis and the mass estimates that are based on the models of Baraffe et al. (2015) . and calculating steps depending on instrumental spectral resolutions. The cross-correlation function of GJ1108A had single peak. This is because the contrast in optical wavelength should be larger than in infrared, about a few tens time (See Appendix A), and a slit configuration might enhance the contrast in the slit. The final RV measurements and their errors for the ARCES and HDS data were obtained by calculating an average and a standard deviation of the RV calculations in three segments. In the case of SOPHIE archival data, we employed the RV uncertainty calculated by iSpec. It should be noted that those uncertainty, potentially coming from photon noise, do not dominate error budget of RV. Since the GJ1108Aa is a rapidly rotating star, we add 168 m s −1 of an uncertainty potentially induced by the stellar activity (Bailey et al. 2012) in the final error values, as well as the errors of RV measurements and their offset calibrations.
ORBITAL SOLUTION
The general form of Kepler's third law may be written as
(1) 
a Present-Day Mass Function (Chabrier 2003) b The parallax is referred from van Leeuwen (2007). c Cumming et al. (2008) where the a 1 a 2 , P, G, m 1 , and m 2 respectively indicate semimajor axis of primary, semimajor axis of companion, orbital period, gravitational constant, mass of primary, and mass of companion. In cases where the barycenter of a binary system can be measured with wide field-of-view observations using telescopes such as Hipparcos and Gaia, a 1 and a 2 are separately obtained. However the barycenter cannot be obtained with highresolution AO-imaging observations due to a very narrow field-of-view. Alternatively, those observations precisely estimate the separation of binary systems. For the case of GJ1108A system, separation were typically obtained with several tenth's of an arcsecond accuracy (Table 2) . For high-resolution AO-imagings, the Eq. 1 is rewritten as
where a total and m total indicate separation of a binary system and total mass of the system, respectively. Although true orbits are not determined by only highresolution imaging, the equation can be solved without knowing a barycenter of a system: motions due to their proper motion in the Galaxy and annual parallax. In order to differentiate m total into its m 1 and m 2 components, radial velocity measurements are required. For three-dimensional orbital fitting, we used the Exoplanet Simple Orbit Fitting Toolbox;
ExoSOFT (Mede & Brandt 2017 , https://pypi.python.org/pypi/ExoSOFT). The code employs various Bayesian fitting approaches, including the Markov Chain Monte Carlo, to obtain an orbital solution with observed properties of astrometry and RV. The Keplerian model for the three dimensional orbital fitting in the tool has main parameters: mass of each component, orbital eccentricity, orbital period, parallax, time of last periapsis, longitude of ascending node, argument of periapsis, separation of binary, and radial velocity of a system due to its proper motion along a line of sight which are respectively presented as: m 1 , m 2 , e, P, ̟, T 0 , i, Ω, ω, a total , and γ.
From several fitting options in ExoSOFT, we employed SAemcee mode to find an orbital solution, in which solutions are initially searched with simulated annealing, and then MCMC via emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013 ) on the basis of the optimization found by the simulated annealing stage. Each parameter's search range is provided in Table 4 . We ran 4 MCMC simulations in parallel, each of which has 10 7 samples. We discarded the first 0.01 % 
of MCMC simulations for the "burn-in" process. Priors used in the fitting are represented in Table 4 . In order to verify the dependency of solutions onto assumed priors, we have also adopted uniform priors for all the orbital parameters, yielding the results that are very similar to those with our fiducial priors given in Table 4 . The longest integrated autocorrelation times calculated in emcee provide insights into the convergence of our simulations (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013 ). The longest integrated autocorrelation times of all parameters in Table  4 except for γ velocity were calculated to be between 11.58 and 13.16, in which the shortest correlation was 11.57 for the mass of the primary star.
The orbital eccentricity of the binary is very large, 0.62, which may be due to the GJ1108B system with Kozai-Lidov mechanism (Kozai 1962; Lidov 1962) . The timescale of the oscillation can be written as,
where P X , M X , and a X respectively indicate orbital period, mass, and semimajor axis with subscripts, "inner" for the inner companion and "outer" for the outer companion as a perturber (Holman et al. 1997) . In case of the GJ1108A system with P inner = 8 year, M primary = 0.7 M ⊙ , and a inner = 4 AU and brief assumptions for GJ1108B system: M outer = 0.5 M ⊙ and a outer = 300 AU, the timescale becomes 4.7(1 − e 2 outer ) 3/2 Myr. Even if GJ1108B has a circular orbit about the primary, the timescale of Kozai-Lidov mechanism is shorter than the age of the GJ1108 hierarchical system, and hence GJ1108Ab may have experienced the secular perturbation and enhanced its eccentricity. 5.1. Revisit of the kinematic age for the GJ1108A system Due to orbital motions of the system, their true galactic motions were poorly constrained. The γ velocity of GJ1108Aa is estimated as a few km larger than its intrinsic value. We employed an offset velocity in the RV curve as true galactic motion along the line of sight, the γ velocity of Table 5 . The proper motions in RA and Dec direction were determined by Gaia satellite (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018 ). The Gaia data release 2 is based on the data collected between mid 25 July 2014 (10:30 UTC) and 23 May 2016 (11:35 UTC). Using "Observation Forecast Tool of Gaia 37 ", we expected observational epochs for GJ1108A. Based on the observational epochs and the orbital solution in Table 5 , the primary orbits their common center of mass with 118 degree in position angle. We approximated the GJ1108A's velocities along the RA and Dec directions by fitting linear functions with the orbital motions during the Gaia's observation duration, finding that Gaia's proper motion has the contamination of 36.2±6.0 and -0.32±0.02 mas/yr along the RA and Dec, respectively. Then, the uncertainty is 37 https://gaia.esac.esa.int/gost/index.jsp an average deviancy between the expected orbital motion and the fitted linear function. We subtracted the contamination from the Gaia's proper motions for GJ1108A, determining the true proper motions of GJ1108A system are -49.1±6.1 and -191.8±0.3 mas/yr in RA and Dec, respectively. The corrected proper motions of GJ1108A are more consistent with those of GJ1108B, -48.72±0.16 and -208.85±0.13 mas/yr in RA and Dec, respectively. Using the BANYAN Σ calculator 38 (Gagné et al. 2018 ) with the updated proper motions and a γ velocity of GJ1108A (10.1±0.2 km s −1 ), we obtained the membership probabilities of GJ1108A to young groups, which are 45.6 and 54.4 % for the Columba and field region, respectively. Figure 5 . The left panel shows contour maps for the mass of GJ1108Aab derived from two different approaches. The solid and dashed present 68 and 95% contours, respectively. In the middle panel, observed H-band flux and the model-derived flux are compared. In these panels, the age of Columba is assumed for GJ1108A system. Diamonds with dotted lines assumes the age range suggested by indicators; 20, 50, 100, and 220 Myr. The right panel shows model-derived age distributions of the primary and the companion with the age of Columba presented by black lines. To derived parameters based on BHAC15 evolutionary model in these panels, we randomly sampled the input variables with Monte-Carlo simulation.
0.23 ± 0.02M ⊙ based on their NIR flux and the age of Columba, in which the mass of both components are under-predicted and the older age may be preferred for GJ1108A system ( Figure 5 ). The components in the system are here considered as coeval in the mass derivation using the evolutionary model. The right panel of Figure 5 shows model-derived age distributions of the primary and the companion. The primary may be nearly on main-sequence, and the age is not determined well.
We have obtained the properties of GJ1108Aa: flux, dynamical mass, and effective temperature (T eff = 4100 +200 −400 , See Appendix A). Using effective temperature and H-band flux, as similar to age estimation via mass and flux based on the evolutionary model, we estimated the isochronal age of 28±20 Myr, which is inconsistent with the model-derived age of GJ1108Ab, 69±15 Myr ( Figure 5 ). The model may predict a higher T eff of the primary or lower luminosity of the companion. The overprediction of T eff has also recognized on eclipsing binaries (e.g., Figure 11 of Irwin et al. 2011) .
If the orbital inclination of GJ1108Ab is assumed for the stellar inclination of GJ1108Aa, combining with the rotational period, a stellar radius of the primary can be estimated to be, v rotation × P rotation ∼ 1.2 R ⊙ (v rotation = vsini star / sini orbit ). This estimate is inconsistent with model prediction, which is 0.7 R ⊙ for a star with the mass of 0.7 M ⊙ at 40 Myr. Even if GJ1108Aa is at 10 Myr, BHAC15 predicts ∼1.0 R ⊙ for the radius of the primary, which may suggest that the orbital inclination is misaligned with respect to the stellar inclination of the primary due to a perturbation such as Kozai-Lidov mechanism. Consequently, the system is indeed young as following properties: short rotational period, high UV and X-ray luminosity, kinematics, and the mass-luminosity relation determined by the orbital characterization, indicating the system is younger than 220 Myr. The little lithium abundance of GJ1108Aa should put a constraint on lower limit for their age (20Myr). In summary with current knowledge, a membership to Columba or GJ1108A is a young system in a field region are probable. Then, we here tentatively employ the age of Columba moving group, 42 +6 −4 Myr for the GJ1108A system as the age less independently determined to evolutionary models.
5.3.
What causes the mass discrepancy ?
Accretion history
Several studies have been indicated the importance of accretion histories before the quasi-static contraction phase (e.g. Baraffe et al. 2009 Baraffe et al. , 2012 . Due to the different types of accretion mechanisms, conditions of young low-mass stars can become much different from those considered in classical models. One of the most important subjects regarding accretion histories is the balance between expansion and contraction for a protostar, which strongly depends on details of accretion processes. However the details are still remained very uncertain. To quantitatively investigate the accretion effect: the energy loss during the accretion onto protostar's surface, a free parameter α have been employed in Hartmann et al. (1997) . The increase of internal energy for protostar and the radiation at its surface are respectively written as,
where G, M, R, andṀ indicate gravitational constant, mass of protostar, radius of protostar, and mass of accreted matter. The ǫ presents the fraction of internal energy retained in an accretion disk, up to 0.5. In case of E add is dominant, a protostar will expand due to the accreted energy and become brighter than non-accreted objects in the models, and hence such accretion is called "hot accretion". In the opposite case, a protostar becomes smaller and fainter due to "cold accretion". The threshold of α is obtained by the energy equation (Eq.6 of Hartmann et al. 1997) , and α of 0.1-0.2 have been assumed (Hartmann et al. 1997; Baraffe et al. 2009 ).
If we assume that GJ 1108A is a member of the Columba group, cold accretion is preferred in its accretion history to explain the mass under-prediction. we assume that GJ1108A is a member of the Columba group, cold accretion is preferred in its accretion history to explain the mass under-prediction. However young stars may forget the accretion history at the age of GJ1108A, (Bell et al. 2015) . c1 The distance of stars in the TW Hydrae association is referred from Ducourant et al. (2014) . c2 The distance and membership of TWA 22 are referred from Teixeira et al. (2009) . d Non-dynamical mass determined by empirical tracks, or theoretically determined using spectroscopic results using tools such as SME (Valenti & Piskunov 1996; Valenti & Fischer 2005) . e Unresolved 2MASS photometry for those systems (Skrutskie et al. 2006) . f1 Photometric measurements are obtained from Janson et al. (2007) . f2 Photometric measurements are obtained from Boccaletti et al. (2003) . (Figure 1 of Baraffe & Chabrier 2010) , and the reason why such significant events had occurred in the system is a matter to be further investigated.
40-50 Myr
Magnetic activity
Magnetic activities are also essential to understand the stellar structure and their observable properties. Similar discrepancy to evolutionary models has been recognized on eclipsing binaries in mass-radius relation (e.g. Irwin et al. 2011) , and theoretical investigations suggest that models considering magnetic activities may explain the discrepancy (Feiden & Dotter 2013) . The magnetic field works as inhibition of stellar convection, making spots at stellar surface and making stellar radius inflated compared with classical models. In other words, active low-mass stars tend to be observed to classical models as larger radius for given T eff or lower T eff for given radius (e.g. Mullan & MacDonald 2001) . Feiden & Chaboyer (2013 demonstrate that stellar evolutionary code can explain the discrepancy by involving magnetic activity for both stars with a radiative core and fully convective stars. This approach also better reproduces the observed color-magnitude diagram of young stellar association with single isochrone (Feiden 2016a) .
GJ1108Aa is a rapid rotating and indeed X-ray luminous young system. If we assume the membership to Columba for GJ1108A, BHAC15 model not including the magnetic activity predicts its flux brighter than observed flux. The observed T eff = 4100 +200 −400 is marginally consistent with the model prediction (4084 K) for 0.7 M ⊙ at 40 Myr. To explain the observed deviation, the primary must be smaller than the classical model pre- diction, which is opposite to the behavior of magnetic activity, "a larger radius for a given T eff ". Hence, a scenario that GJ1108A is older than the age of Columba is more preferred than the non-included effects to classical models such as magnetic inhibition of convection or accretion history (See the previous section). In order to verify the performance of present evolutionary models, especially the luminosity evolution observed in NIR wavelength as a function of time, we compare the dynamical masses of stars with the model-derived masses of those (Figure 6 ), by collecting information from the literature. Physical parameters of the literature-based samples such as age, dynamical mass, and broad-band fluxes, are summarized in Table 6 .
We set three criteria for samples in the mass comparison. As the first criterion, we selected objects whose mass are dynamically estimated. The mass of each component has not separately measured for some of our sample; their orbital RV modulations have not been well determined. We then simply employ the total masses of two components in the systems, which were determined by astrometry, in our mass comparisons.
Second, we select the objects that have been agedated. At this step, we do not adopt age dating based on isochrone for a single stellar system. If a sample is associated with any stellar cluster or moving group, the sample' age can be represented by a well-determined isochronal age of the coeval population in groups; our sample therefore includes the objects that are associated to stellar clusters or moving groups.
Third, we here focus on PMS stars, since the tests of evolutionary models for the PMS phase should be more incomplete than the MS phase. Then, we do not include the members of star-forming regions, for which the stellar properties such as distance, brightness, and age are relatively poorly determined compared with post T-tauri stars in the nearby stellar groups. Age-dated brown dwarfs 39 are also included in our sample, because 39 As the age of brown dwarfs in our mass comparison (Table   this study is motivated for better understanding brown dwarfs and giant planets based on evolutionary models. It should be noted that the mass comparison is conducted for both only PMS stars and all the sample including PMS stars and brown dwarfs.
Dynamical mass vs Model-derived mass
To estimate the masses of the samples, we need to select the fiducial sets of evolutionary models. For lowmass objects, non-grey atmosphere is crucial to properly reproduce the stellar structure as already discussed in Chabrier & Baraffe (1997) . We provide the following two criteria; the models (1) cover a wide mass range from brown dwarfs to stars and (2) adopt non-grey atmosphere. Stassun et al. (2014) reviewed several theoretical isochrones made by different groups, from which we selected the latest model of the Lyon model (Baraffe et al. 1998 (Baraffe et al. , 2015 .
The dynamical masses and model-derived masses are compared, and we evaluated an offset and scatter between the two masses. We ran a Monte-Carlo simulation in order to derive the uncertainties of the offset and scatter value. This simulation randomly generated masses of all the samples based on their errors, to make a distribution of those values and calculates the typical values from the distribution. Furthermore, the number of resolved young binary is still small, which may make the mass comparison unreliable. To verify this problem, we randomly omit 10-50% of samples and carried out the same comparison as described above. The offsets and scatters with those partially-selected samples are the almost same as what was derived using all the samples.
The mass comparison of Figure 6 respectively results with small offset and scatter, ≤ 10% and ∼ 20%, indicating the luminosity evolution for low-mass objects are well reproduced on average by the evolutionary model of Baraffe et al. (2015) . Even if we exclude brown dwarfs in the mass comparison, similar results could be obtained. The old version of the model (Baraffe et al. 1998, hereafter BCAH98) is also adopted for the mass comparison. Although BCAH98 has three model grids with different 6), we employed the age of stellar primary (tertiary). Figure 7 . The number of object focused on properties: mass, separation, and age of systems are shown. Solid and dashed histograms indicate resolved PMS stars compiled in this work and all the low-mass systems of Stassun et al. (2014) , respectively. mixing length parameter, l/H p =1.0, 1.5, and 1.9, the latter two grids do not have the mass range for brown dwarfs, and we used only the grid of l/H p =1.0 in this work. We used the same approach as for BHAC15, providing a similar result between these two models. These are summarized in Table 7 .
5.5. Comparison with previous study Stassun et al. (2014) investigated the performance of stellar evolutionary models including BCAH98 using literature-based PMS eclipsing binaries whose isochronal age is spanned in 1-20 Myr. Using luminosity and effective temperature, they estimated the model-derived mass for 16 objects of 0.03-1.4M ⊙ with the BCAH98 model, and then conducted the mass comparison. They found the model overestimate the dynamical mass by 34.2±47.1 and 21.2±35.3% that are dependent on the mixing length parameter. For the mass discrepancy, they considered the mainly three possibilities: activities, initial events in star formation, and tertiary. Whereas significant improvements were not obtained due to corrections of the magnetic activity and accretion history for evolutionary models, the discrepancy might be seen for systems possessing a tertiary. Tertiaries may occur the non-negligible deviations in the mass comparison as they suggested. On the other hand, the evolutionary model has better performance for our resolved binaries. Figure 7 compares properties of eclipsing binaries of Stassun et al. (2014) and resolved binaries in this work, focusing on mass, separation, and age. The resolved binaries in this work typically are older and have the larger separation, which may attenuate the the discrepancy of mode-derived masses from dynamical masses.
SUMMARY
Orbital characterization of GJ1108A system is presented using high-resolution data of the Subaru Telescope combined with archival datasets. The relative orbit of the system is highly eccentric with e=0.63. The timescale of Kozai-Lidov mechanism is shorter than the age of GJ1108A system, several tens Myr, and hence the widely separated system, GJ1108B might work as a perturber. If we assume the membership to Columba for GJ1108A system, the BHAC15 evolutionary model estimated masses are slightly larger. Some effects unimplemented in classical models are not preferred to explain the mass discrepancy, because GJ1108A is too old that accretion history accounts for the discrepancy and its luminosity is low compared with the observed T eff in terms of magnetic activity. Hence the GJ1108A system may be older than the Columba moving group, about 69±15 Myr if the mass-luminosity relation for GJ1108Ab based on evolutionary models is correct, which is still consistent with the age range suggested by spectroscopic and activity age indicators, 20-220 Myr. Combined with the literature-based benchmark stars, the performance of evolutionary models is also discussed. Consequently, the BHAC15 model on average reproduces the mass-luminosity relation of M-dwarfs and massive brown dwarfs at different stages of their evolution. The performance for young resolved binaries is a few times better than that for young eclipsing binaries, which may come from differences in separation and age of binary systems used for the mass comparison. There are still observational questions, the number of benchmark star and the methods to estimate stellar properties, to understand evolution of low-mass objects and models for them. In order to improve the understanding of contracting and cooling evolution for low-mass objects including exoplanets discovered in near future, orbital characterizations for benchmark stars should be an important step. The Gaia's survey is going to reveal and accurately characterize the low-mass population in the solar vicinity, young binaries of which will be follow-up by ground-based high-resolution instruments for their orbital motions. Increasing the benchmark stars enable to advance the understanding of the young stellar evolution, and extend to the cooling evolution of brown dwarf and giant planet, potentially.
Facilities: Subaru Telescope, Keck, Observatoire de Haute-Provence, Apache Point Observatory.
APPENDIX
GRISM SPECTROSCOPY FOR THE PRIMARY OF GJ1108A SYSTEM
In order to spectroscopically characterize the GJ1108A system, AO observations using Subaru/IRCS were conducted as a part of the SEEDS survey. Frames were taken in ABBA nodding. Spectral resolution of IRCS-grism is determined by the pixel scale and slit width. We employed the pixel scale of 52 mas and Reflective 4 slit with a width of 0.30 ′′ , producing λ/∆λ = 477 and 382 in J and H-band, respectively. Spectra of Ar lamp was taken at the end of the observation for wavelength calibration. In the observation, only GJ1108Aa was on the slit, and HD68933 was observed for the telluric absorption correction. These observing properties are summarized in Table 8 .
The initial image processing consisted of flat fielding, subtracting the pairs of images taken at the two different position on a detector, subtracting the sky residual estimated on the background region, and wavelength calibration with Ar emission lines. Flux scaling was performed for each one-dimensional spectra, based on the mean counts in the wavelength coverage. All the spectra were median combined to an image-processed spectrum.
For the correction of telluric absorption, HD68933 identified as an F5 dwarf on the SIMBAD database (Wenger et al. 2000) was used. The effective temperature of the star is summarized here based on the literature. Masana et al. (2006) estimated it as 6123±58 K with V -band and 2MASS infrared photometries. On the other hand, Casagrande et al. (2011) and McDonald et al. (2012) indicate their T eff as 6209 K by the Genevacopehagen survey and 6000 K by multiband photometry, respectively. We here employ T eff of the telluric standard star as 6100±100 K. It may be difficult to separate intrinsic metal lines of the standard star from telluric absorption lines in such low-resolution spectra. To minimize the imperfection of telluric correction, we compared observed spectra with a model spectrum as a true spectrum of the standard, BT-settle model (Allard et al. 2012 ), convolved to observing resolution.
The reduced spectrum were fitted with BT-settle models on reduced chi-square map of T eff and log g, indicating T eff = 4100 +200 −400 K with log g = 4.5 +0.0 −1.0 dex for the effective temperature and surface gravity of GJ1108A (Figure 8 ). Even if we use each broad-band spectrum (J-or H−band of IRCS-grism) for the fitting, similar results were obtained. Since the companion GJ1108Ab is very close to the primary and their contrast is also small, the spectra may be contaminated due to the companion. In addition, the observing condition such as AO performance might be variable. Follow-up observations are strongly required for detailed characterizations of the system.
As a comparison, we estimated the color temperature of GJ1108Aa with optical-infrared photometries. The optical flux of the primary must be contaminated by the companion. Using BHAC15 evolutionary model with inputs of 0.30 ± 0.03M ⊙ and 20-220 Myr, model-dependent V − JHK colors and V -band contrast of about a factor of 15±1 times are obtained. The color temperature of GJ1108Aa based on Casagrande et al. (2008) is T color = 3897 ± 110 K, which is roughly consistent with the spectroscopic temperature of T eff = 4100 
